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Abstract— Wireless Sensor networks are being
extensively employed to monitor changes in the environment
in order to take swift and accurate decisions to prevent
disasters, coordinate activities in a scenario or report any
disturbance or threats. Hence it is extremely necessary to
verify the fidelity of the data being sensed by the nodes in the
network in order to increase network reliability. In this paper
we provide a brief comparison of the various schemes used for
outlier detection and their evolution from simple rule based
mechanisms to machine learning algorithms.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks(WSN) consist of innumerable
sensors spread across the field of interest from where the data
is to be gathered .These sensors continuously monitor the
environment around them and send the sensed data to a central
system for analysis. However as the range of the environment
being monitored increases in various applications such as IoT,
the number of sensors employed and consequently the amount
of data gathered also increases exponentially. In such a
scenario sensor data fault detection becomes a herculean task.
In order to make the system cost effective, the sensors used
may be of low cost and operated in an environment that is
neither closely monitored nor controlled which eventually
leads to faulty or unreliable sensors.
Faults in sensors can be broadly categorized as follows.
(a) This is the most basic type of fault wherein the sensor
cannot deliver the data packet correctly and has been
thoroughly investigated and many solutions have also been
proposed [1][2][3].
(b) Another major fault observed is in the cases when the
sensor successfully delivers the data however the sensed data
is incorrect. The identification of these outliers in the collected
data can greatly improve the performance of the system in the
following ways:
 Improves the energy efficiency of the network thus
leading to increased network lifetime by stopping the
transmission of garbage values or data.
 Network reliability is considerably improved since
malicious data is eliminated. Also the accuracy of the
decision making system which could be converted to



critical actions is improved and consequently false
alarms can also be prevented.
Online learning and malicious attacks on the network
via external agents can be prevented.
II.

APPROACHES FOR FAULT DIAGNOSIS

As the data collected by the sensor nodes increases, the
probability of encountering faulty data also increases. Owing
to the enormous amount of data being generated, improved
routing algorithms that reduce data communication, centralize
all data being transmitted, and handle all of the data in a base
node do not suffice. In order to make the network reliable
routing algorithms need to be supplemented with outlier and
anomaly detection techniques.
A. Distributed and Centralized Approaches for Fault
Diagnosis
Faulty data generated by sensor nodes puts excessive
strain upon the limited energy and bandwidth resources of the
network. One of the earliest approaches to identify outliers
was to exploit the abrupt changes in the readings of nodes [4]
[5]. Fault diagnosis can be broadly performed in two distinct
ways and one of them is the centralized approach [6] [7]. In
this approach the nodes in WSN send their readings to the sink
node which will follow a specific algorithm in order to detect
the outliers by assimilating all data at a centralized location.
One of the centralized approaches for sensor data fault
detection is the weighted majority voting scheme [6]. The
other approach is the distributed approach which is based on
spatial correlation wherein sensors in a defined region are
referred to as neighbors and exchange data among themselves
to identify the faulty nodes.
B. Distributed Bayesian Algorithm (DBA) For Data Fault
Detection
One of the most effective distributed fault detection
schemes is the Distributed Bayesian Algorithm (DBA) for
data fault detection wherein the concept of border nodes is
exploited in order to improve fault detection capabilities. The
process of locating data faults is most effective when the
sensor before sending out its reading to the sink checks if the
readings are correct or not ,thus saving transmission energy
and the cost of processing faulty data. Hence in this approach
nodes within a certain transmission range are considered to be
neighbors and share their fault probability (p) and readings to
determine their status [8]. Fig.1 describes a possible
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distribution of good, faulty and border nodes that can be
discovered using the DBA approach.

Fig 1.The Distribution of Good, Faulty and Border Nodes

The initial fault probability which is to be used as a prior
does not affect subsequent calculations and is assumed to be
0.1. Thus each node has their neighbors’ readings and p,
which they use to calculate the posterior probability p of the
existence of fault and this value is then used to assign a status
to the node. This probability is then duly verified in the second
step and if it falls below the threshold, the flag for fault
detection is raised. The algorithm also conjointly employs the
concept of border nodes to eliminate the possibility of faulty
nodes which are borderline close to the threshold .Border
nodes have low fault probability but their status differs from
their neighbors, hence after identifying the border nodes, the
border node will send out messages to its neighbor nodes and
they will respond with certain confidence values that will
determine if the node can be trusted or not.
C. Spatial and Temporal Correlation for Anomaly Detection
Research in the field of fault tolerance of the network
reveals that there is a high probability of sensor faults to be
stochastically uncorrelated while correct sensor readings are
spatially correlated. Spatial correlation is basically based on
the notion that in a densely populated network of nodes,
neighboring nodes generally detect similar values while
observing an identical phenomenon. It can be used to identify
anomalies by calculating the variance of the data points in a
centralized manner.
Temporal correlation is the counterpart of spatial
correlation where instead of geographical distance, time is
used as the correlating factor [9]. It is used to express
similarity of one signal over time given the assumption that
unless extreme conditions the changes observed in incoming
data will be gradual and not quite abrupt and this can be used
to find anomalous behavior. Temporal correlation is adopted
in [9] by applying locally five simple heuristic rules to the data
series in order to detect, online, one of the four data fault types
(abrupt, noise, stuck at and out of range faults) .Also in case of
multiple sensor failures, temporal correlation is more effective
compared to spatial correlation.
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Many localized threshold based algorithms have been
proposed for faulty nodes diagnosis. For instance in Faulty
Node Detection (FIND), whenever the event being observed
occurs, it ranks the nodes based upon their distance from the
event as well as their readings [10]. A node is considered
faulty if there is a considerable mismatch between the two
ranks. FIND overcomes the limitation associated with spatial
correlation since it does not assume similarity between the
readings of neighboring nodes. However, the algorithm is
information hungry and requires the location of all nodes
which may or may not be available.
D. Statistical and Non – Parametric Techniques for Fault
Identification
Fault identification techniques in WSN can also be
classified as: statistical and non- parametric .The results
offered by statistical techniques are better when the data
distribution is known a priori [11].These techniques can be
used in scenarios where the environment is not subjected to
radical changes and is generally stable. The multivariate
technique which is based on the chi-square test statistic in
which first the parameters are estimated and then the normal
state is defined on its basis, consequently any divergence from
these estimations is considered to be an anomaly.
However when the environment is subjected to dynamic
changes and is not quite stable, non – parametric approach is a
proven solution. One example of the non – parametric
approach is the rule – based approach that requires the
existence of pre – defined rules on the basis of which the data
points are classified as normal or anomalies.
III.

MACHINE LEARNING FOR SENSOR DATA
FAULT DETECTION
With the introduction of machine learning (ML)
algorithms which are based upon statistics, the task of
extracting properties from the data points and then leveraging
them on the data itself to detect faulty points has become quite

Fig 2.Anomaly Detection Using Machine Learning Clustering and
Classification Techniques (Data Set in Euclidean Space)
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simple. ML algorithms have been successfully used to find
abrupt changes in data patterns, perform qualitative analysis
by deriving and manipulating threshold parameters and also
tune parameters in order to compensate for the dynamic
environment. ML algorithms can be used to solve qualitative
as well as quantitative problems; qualitative problems may
involve classification and hence are quite similar to faulty data
identification as shown in Fig.2.

backpropogation which operate on error correcting
mechanisms, SOM uses competitive learning. In [3] the
authors developed an approach based on SOM and spatial
correlation and conjointly proposed a distributed rule based
method based on temporal correlation. Alternatively SOM
based algorithms have been used to detect attacks in large and
complex data sets [15]. The complexity in determining the
input weights is a major drawback of this scheme.

A. Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is a classification algorithm and has
been successfully used to detect data faults [12]. Logistic
regression (LR) can be used on the basis of spatial correlation
and follows the distributed approach thus reducing the cost of
communication. LR specifically reduces the complexity of
computation in comparison to decision trees since it does not
require many parameters and hence is energy efficient [7]. The
algorithm is executed in two levels; the learning and execution
steps. The nodes send data to the sink node where the learning
step is executed, the sink node then transmits the optimized
LR algorithm to the nodes in the WSN. Fig.3 depicts the
architecture of LR execution in WSN.

C. Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
Support Vector Machine (SVM) based algorithms have
been successfully used for anomaly detection because of their
efficiency in learning non-linear and complex problems
efficiently. One-class quarter-sphere SVM anomaly
recognition technique is an alternative to counter the
drawbacks of conventional SVM that has high computational
requirements [16].This scheme not only reduces
computational complexity but also minimizes communication
overhead.

The sink node basically transmits the optimized value of
the parameter w to the nodes which then complete the
execution step. In the execution step, the algorithm uses binary
values 0 or 1 to indicate the status of values generated by the
node. This status is decided with respect to a predefined
threshold which is based on either institution or experience.
The simulation produced high accuracy results for data fault
identification with very low computational complexity.

D. Alternative Approaches
Bayesian belief networks (BBNs) have been successfully
used to develop conditional dependencies among the readings
of sensor nodes by exploiting spatial and temporal correlation
[17]. K – Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) is an unsupervised
classification algorithm that has been used for in-network
outlier identification. Both BBNs and k-NN based algorithms
can also be used for filling in missing values however these
algorithms require large chunks of memory in order to store
data for analysis [18]. One class support vector machine
classifier has been used to detect black hole attacks and
selective forwarding attacks by using routing information,
bandwidth and hop count as features to find malicious nodes
[19].
IV.

Fig 3.WSN Structure

B. Self Organizing Map (SOM)
However the LR algorithm is a supervised learning
algorithm and hence is not dynamic in nature since the
threshold is to be pre – determined and hence a certain
intuition or knowledge of the data is required. Self Organizing
Map (SOM) is an unsupervised classification algorithm that is
it does not require a prior knowledge of the data set is not
necessary [14]. SOM is basically a type of artificial neural
network (ANN) used to identify hidden patterns in the data
space. In this approach, a two dimensional map of the problem
space is built and also unlike other schemes such as

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Statistical and non-parametric approaches that have been
extensively used for fault identification require certain preassumptions or knowledge base regarding the WSN. In
comparison to these techniques ML algorithms are more
flexible and adaptive since they can extract features from the
environment and then manipulate the thresholds to provide
accurate results. ML algorithms are however are
computationally expensive since they are quite complex and
execution at sensor level is difficult. Sensor nodes in a typical
WSN are relatively simple devices and cannot handle such
complex computations over extended time intervals. In order
to overcome this shortcoming, we could consider distributing
these algorithms over the complete WSN. But these
algorithms inherently operate in a centralized manner i.e. they
need to collect the information centrally for analysis and hence
one optimum solution to counter this problem would be to
distribute the learning and execution steps. Learning could be
executed at the sink node or the central station while the
execution could be carried at node level which would not only
reduce computational complexity at the node level but also
curb the anomalies in the bud. Machine learning can thus be
effectively used for anomaly detection, missing value
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prediction and to ward off any security threats aimed at the
network.
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